
Bad Examples 
Assume the person addressed in a PhD,  

Dr. Sandra Meyer 

 

Subject Line: A humble request to provide a Research Project 

 

Respected Professor Dr.-Ing.Sandra Meyer,  

 Greetings, I am …  a student of Otto Von Guericke University Magdeburg pursuing M.Sc in Digital 

Engineering going to start third semester.I am very much interested in working in the area of 

simulation,and going to take a course for WS 2016/17.My keen interest in learning about Simulation 

made me to write this to you.Simulation model design and Discrete analysis is an interesting topic,I 

would like to know how it actually works in the real world,So  I humbly request you Professor to Guide 

me and  provide me an opportunity to /work on the Research project on Simulation or It's Related topic 

under your highly valued guidance.Awaiting for your forward reply.  

Thanking you very much,  

Regards  

 

Subject Line: Thank You 

Hello Mam!!!!  

 

How was your day today!!!! Thank you so much for your help....hoping that this new subject SOFTWARE 

TESTING subject teacher will solve the issue that in which module does it fit into for Master DKE, as many 

student like me facing the same problem.  

 

Eagerly waiting for the reply from you or from the concern subject teacher.  

 

Thank you again and have a Good Day ahead...  

 

Regards  

 

Subject Line: Project 

Hello,  

   I am … from DE IV semester. I need an Inter disciplinary project. If there is any project in this semester, 

please include me.  

 

Thank you.  

 

Kind regards, 

claudia
Hervorheben
Subservience is not common in germany and rather smiled upon, than appreciated.

claudia
Notiz
This email lacks proper spacing between words and sentence structures, Very odd to read. The grammar is also improvable, and the wholtetone very subservient.

claudia
Hervorheben
No a usual adress, even though we are getting used to it. Hello, or Dear are completely fine. 

claudia
Hervorheben
Wrong here: Make sure that the person you are adressing actually is a Professor, this is an official title and not for any teacher in Germany.

claudia
Hervorheben
again unnecessary sugar coating

claudia
Hervorheben
asking for a project, BEFORE you have taken a class in that area hardly ever works, you need the classes to be able to start a project

claudia
Hervorheben
missing the name, not a proper way of addressing.

claudia
Hervorheben
"Multiple exclamation marks are a sure sign of a diseased mind" (Terry Pratchett)

claudia
Notiz
The whole email consists of one sentence. Without punctuation, this is not readable.

claudia
Hervorheben
since the email contains another question, Thank You as subject line does not cover it

claudia
Hervorheben
Ambiguous, Question on an ongoing student project; request for a research Project; progress report?A teacher has more than one project ongoing at the same time.

claudia
Hervorheben
the topic, team and whatsoever do not seem to play a role. That is not helpful. I would rather have students interested in specific topics.

akinloye
Sticky Note
Not a usual address, even though we are getting used to it. 'Hello' or 'Dear' is completely fine 

akinloye
Sticky Note
Unnecessary capitalization of words (guess this point falls under grammar)



 

****************************** also notice stimulation instead of simulation ;) 

*********************** 

Subject Line: request for a scientific project 

 

Hallo Professor, 

 

 

 

                  Good Morning. I am ... studying in DE. I am looking for a stimulation project . I have 

 

bit knowledge in programming skills(java,databases,abap,android) and solving mathematical problems. I 

have planed to take 

 

stimulation subject this semester. could you let me know availability of projects. Thanking you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                             Regards, 

                                                                                        ... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

claudia
Hervorheben
this is OK, content wise, but capitalization would be nice

claudia
Hervorheben
wrong title, no name

claudia
Hervorheben
at least write the correct area name, and do not misspell it in this funny way ...

claudia
Notiz
notice the awkward line spacing, that is original

claudia
Hervorheben
this is what I would expect of any of you students. And it is not subject specific and does not qualify for a specific area

claudia
Hervorheben
OK, what about our plans?

claudia
Hervorheben
Read the website!

akinloye
Sticky Note
Check the website for project availability.(This tone is soft)



Subject Line: Requesting project in Simulation 

 

 

Hello Sandra, 

 

I am ... , attending masters in Data and Knowledge Engineering,i am from the Informatics background 

with some experience in IT industry,i have completed my internship in ... GmbH ,Right now i am looking 

for a project(6ECTS) in ISG which i would like to enhance my skill set. if there is a position left in a group, 

or a project is available kindly inform me.it is my last course to apply for thesis.i have attended classes in 

Introduction to Simulation.could you please kindly help me to complete my credits to go for my master 

thesis. 

 

Thank you.  

 

 

******************************* 

Subject Line: Seeking Project 

 

Dear Dr.Sandra, 

 

I'm a Master student from FIN looking for a 6 CP Team Project. I would request you if you could help me 

with any project. I got vast industry experience and skilled in different programming and scripting 

languages such Java, PHP, JavaScript etc. If you'd like to discuss any possible project I'll be available for a 

potential meeting. 

 

 

Thanks for your help and support in advance. 

 

Kindest Regards, 

.... 

 

 

claudia
Notiz
bad punctuation and wrong captalization. sentences end with a "." and not with commas.

claudia
Hervorheben
that is an odd request, putting the information initiative on the teacher.

claudia
Hervorheben
thats a whole institute with 7 groups, a teacher is usually only involved in one of them

claudia
Hervorheben
that is putting a lot of pressure on the teacher asked, since every student needs the CP for completion of their masters

akinloye
Highlight
Too broad subject line, as the lecturer may have multiple projects at hand.

akinloye
Highlight
This is good only if the lecturer's last name is Sandra, if not, you should address the lecturer by her last name, e.g Dear Dr. Meyer

akinloye
Highlight
This shows some level of desperation. You can be specific by mentioning the area you are interested in.

akinloye
Highlight
I like that the languages are mentioned



********************************* 

Subject Line: Project 

 

Dear Sandra Meyer, 

 

Hi, i am student of Master DKE, im interested in Simulation Team Project under your supervision, Please 

guide me, I am looking for your kind reply. 

I shall be very thankful to you. 

 

Kind Regards, 

... 

 

********************************* 

Subject Line: project 

 

Dear madam 

 

I am ... studying masters in Digital Engineering and completed my 3rd semester and looking for a 

INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM PROJECT(6CP). I’m   interested  to do a project  under your guidance. I have 

knowledge in programming languages like java , python and java script , web technologies like Html and 

css and I have knowledge in embedded system and basic knowledge on MATLAB and simulation .I’m 

finding difficulty to find a team to do the project  it would be helpful if I get a team and do project under 

your guidance . 

 

I hope u consider my request . 

 

Your sincerely, 

 

.... 

 

 

 

akinloye
Sticky Note
Grammar needs to be worked on. Since the message is short, a high level of precision is expected.

akinloye
Highlight
I am or I'm

akinloye
Highlight
I am a student

akinloye
Highlight
This is not necessary. 

akinloye
Comment on Text
Ambiguous, Question on an ongoing student project; request for a research Project; progress report?A teacher has more than one project ongoing at the same time.

akinloye
Highlight
Ambiguous, Question on an ongoing student project; request for a research Project; progress report?A teacher has more than one project ongoing at the same time.

akinloye
Highlight
Mentioning the name of the recipient will be a better way of addressing. The use of madam is not welcome in official setting here. You can use the title(Ms., Dr. Prof.)

akinloye
Highlight
Appropriate application of punctuation marks will give meaning to your sentence(s). Always cross-check your official messages before sending them.

akinloye
Highlight
This is good



************************************  

Subject Line: Allotment of Project. 

 

Dear Mam, 

         This is '...' matriculation number 206764 .I am currently enrolled in Msc Digital Engineering.I am 

very keen and would be much pleased to do a project for 12 credits  under your guidance . This coming 

summer semester i need a project as per the course module . Please help me with your worthy guidance 

. Awaiting for a positive response. 

 

High Regards, 

... 

************************ 

Subject Line: Request for Appointment for 6 credit proect 

 

Hello, my name is ..., i am From DKE department done with 2nd semester. I am interested in doing 

project under your guidence, so if there are any 6 credit project under you, i would humbly request to 

give me an appointment so that we could discuss about it. 

                                     Thanking You 

 

Warm regards 

... 

****************************** 

Subject Line: Digital Engineering Project 

 

Respected Proffesor 

Have a nice day 

 

My name is .... I am from DIgital Engineering(4th Semester). I am looking for Digital Engineering Project 

in this winter semester.So, can I have a project under your guidence? 

 

Wait for your reply 

 

akinloye
Highlight
Wrong spelling of Professor. If the lecturer is a professor, addressing him or her as Dear Prof. Sandra Meyer or Dear Prof. Meyer is an acceptable way.

akinloye
Highlight
The content of your mail is yet to be conveyed and you're already bidding the professor goodbye. 'Have a nice day' is a form of farewell greeting

akinloye
Highlight
spelling error

akinloye
Sticky Note
This request is too vague. Nothing is said of your qualification, capabilities and skills. You should have made some findings and know of specific DE projects I offer. Mentioning specific topics would have made the lecturer interested in your request.

akinloye
Highlight
It's important to diligently crosscheck your official messages(for spelling errors especially) before sending them

akinloye
Highlight
spelling error

akinloye
Highlight
ungrammatical

akinloye
Comment on Text
missing the name, not a proper way of addressing.

akinloye
Highlight

akinloye
Sticky Note
The message tone is quite subservient.

akinloye
Highlight
This is not convincing enough as it's applicable to all students. You need to mention your previous experience, skills and of course the specific project you want from the lecturer



Thanks and Regards 

...  


